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DIY condo sales: looking to skip agent fees?
For sale by owner.
Selling your condo
is the newest trend
— and websites and
companies are helping
you make it happen
Condo trends
Duncan McAllister
life@metronews.ca

The term “for sale by owner”
or FSBO is a new trend
where private sellers decide
to sell their own properties
and bypass the services of a
traditional real estate agent,
as well as their commission
fees.
In a typical real estate
transaction, there is a five
per cent commission on the
value of the property.
This is usually split between the buyer’s and seller’s real estate agents. By

selling your own property
directly, you can eliminate
one or both sides of the commission fee, which is 2.5 per
cent. This can be a significant amount.
Until recently, the Canadian Real Estate Association controlled the content
of the Multiple Listings Service. Discount brokers now
make a lot of the information available on their web
sites that was previously the
exclusive domain of regis-

tered real estate agents.
The industry is changing
and there are now several
avenues available to the
prospective seller to market
their own property, from a
simple Kijiji ad to full, webbased services. The Internet
is a powerful tool that has
transformed the business of
buying and selling homes
and condos.
One of the largest FSBO
operations is Property Guys,
with their distinctive round
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green and blue lawn signs.
They offer a number of
different options and webbased tools that allow the
individual property owner
to sell their own home.
Gerry Pesut is a franchise
owner and spokesman for
Property Guys. He says the
company is a typical entrepreneurial success story
and started with selling the
signs.
“Two university students,
Ken LeBlanc and Jeremy Demont, while driving through
Moncton, N.B., would continuously see these red and
black for-sale signs,” explains Pesut. “The physical
signs of the time came from
Canadian Tire and one day
they decided that there had
to be a better way. They
started selling signs to the

people that have these red
and black signs. And from
that they grew this company
where it is today.”
Pesut says that Property
Guys is the most recognized
and fastest-growing real estate marketing and network
company in North America,
serving 600 communities
with over 110 offices across
Canada.
That certainly says something about the popularity
of FSBO.
“We’re not agents or
brokers. We’re a marketing solutions company. We
spend some time educating
our sellers how to cooperate with the agent. So the
buyer’s agent is going to get
paid if he brings us a buyer
to the property,” explains
Pesut.
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$24999*
Reg. up to $399.99

ANY SIZE
Twin, Double, Queen

CASTLEBRIDGE MEDIUM FIRM
TIGHT TOP MEMORY FOAM

Reg. up to $799.99

$299

99*
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Twin, Double, Queen
OLSO WOOD BED

No Box Spring
Required

$299

99*

PENELOPE BED
Available in
Brown or Black

No Box Spring
Required

WE SELL BRAND NAME MATTRESSES FOR LESS & OFFER 60 DAY COMFORT GUARANTEE!

Sale Ends: Feb. 17th

I purchased a condo last
year for which I had signed
the initial documents a few
years ago.
I was anxious to get into
the real estate market and
was living at home with my
parents when I put down the
initial deposit. I continued
to put down the required
deposits but by the time the
final closing had arrived,
I was engaged and we
thought to live at my fiancé’s
condo and to rent out the
condo I had purchased.
The transaction for the
new condo closed. I have recently received a letter from
Revenue Canada requesting
that I prove that the condo
I purchased is my primary
residence, otherwise the
H.S.T. rebate that I claimed
on closing can be clawed
back. What should I do?
The Canadian government

generously provides an H.S.T.
rebate on newly built condos
and homes that are being purchased as a primary residence.
When you signed the closing documents with your
lawyer, you signed a declaration that you were going to
use the property as a primary
residence.
If you chose to do otherwise, your lawyer has no control over that decision, but
Revenue Canada is being a lot
more diligent about proof of
primary residence.
They are finding a lot of
purchasers who are buying
condos for investment purposes who claim primary
residential status and have no
intention of doing so.
This is a slippery slope
that you should avoid because
along with being faced with
refunding the monies to CRA,
you may be subject to penalties and fines.
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